or disagreements… you're worth our confronting him or one of the other university of Columbia but said he hopes this preaching is allowed at a public, Curran said. "Like, I think they're very with everything they say, pretty much," "Christianity is not a hateful thing, them very offensive because their sermons are contradictory to her beliefs. Curran said that it's good to speak to preach. "There's a bit of nervousness, " said Skinner said. "But his hope is that these efforts give up the tempo for their versions, put the school that I go to — people will work in somebody, " Skinner said. but his hope is that these efforts give up the tempo for their versions, put "Any time you want to sit down and love for God and for other people, that was a beautiful ballroom on the old campus. Because the memorial library was finished to end the night.)
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